Hello, hydrogen.

Introducing the most advanced zero-emission Honda ever. The Clarity Fuel Cell is the only hydrogen vehicle available with a 366-mile range rating and seating for five. To top it off, its only emission is water.
Always thinking ahead.
The Honda Clarity Fuel Cell received an impressive 366-mile range rating,\(^1\) with aerodynamic styling that minimizes wind resistance and an electric motor that produces an instant 221 lb-ft of torque.\(^2\)
The vehicle can be refueled in 3-5 minutes\(^3\) throughout California, thanks to the state's growing network of hydrogen stations. No other hydrogen sedan provides seating for five adults and a premium interior, but the Clarity Fuel Cell is the exception that advances the latest technology from Honda.

- **Room for Five**
  There's more than enough room for five adults and cargo inside the Clarity Fuel Cell.

- **Leather-Trimmed Interior**
  The Clarity has a sophisticated, quiet cabin made from premium materials.

- **Honda Sensing\(^4\)**
  This suite of safety and driver-assistive technologies includes Collision Mitigation Braking System\(^{TM}\) and Lane Keeping Assist System\(^5\).

- **Apple CarPlay\(^{TM}\) Integration**
  Apple CarPlay provides access to Apple Music, Maps, Messages and phone calls through Siri\(^\circledR\) and the Display Audio touch-screen.

- **Android Auto\(^{TM}\) Integration**
  Android\(^\circledR\) smartphone users can access Google Maps, Google Now\(^\circledR\) messages, music and other popular apps with the Android Auto feature.

- **$15,000 Fuel Credit**
  Clarity Fuel Cell lessees receive a fuel card good for up to $15,000 of hydrogen fuel throughout their three-year lease.\(^8\)

- **Government Incentives**
  Clarity Fuel Cell lessees are eligible for various incentives. Visit afdc.energy.gov for more details.

- **HOV Lane Access**
  The Clarity Fuel Cell is a clean alternative fuel vehicle, making California drivers eligible to apply for single-occupant HOV lane access.\(^9\)

- **Zero Emissions**
  The Clarity Fuel Cell runs on hydrogen and is certified as a zero emissions vehicle\(^{TM}\) (ZEV), meeting the strictest emissions standards in the U.S.

**How it works.**

The Clarity Fuel Cell converts hydrogen into electricity to power the high-torque electric motor. A small onboard battery stores energy recovered during deceleration and braking, adding “free” electrons to the power mix.

**Why fuel cells?**

Fuel-Cell Electric Vehicles offer long-range all-electric driving and zero tailpipe emissions, curbing air pollution.

With 100 hydrogen stations planned by 2020 in California, there’s never been a better time to experience the future.
The future is clear.

Honda is committed to developing more environmentally responsible vehicles like the Clarity Fuel Cell, and working towards a zero-carbon-emissions future.

clarityfuelcell.honda.com